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Abstract

This paper examines the nexus between behavioural bias and investment decisions in a developing country context. Specifically, this study tests the effect of four behavioural biases (overconfidence, regret, belief, and “snakebite”) on investment decisions. Descriptive statistics and inferential statistics including multiple regression are used to examine the behavioural biases-investment decisions nexus. The study reveals that the four bias have a significant positive and robust relationship with investment decision making. The result also shows that the "snakebite" effect contributes more to the decision making, followed by belief bias then regret bias. Overconfidence bias, however, contributes the least effect on investment decisions. Our contribution confirms the prospect theory and that behavioural bias influences investment decisions in the developing country perspective.
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1. Introduction

Investors for many years depends on the modern financial theories and expert opinions in making investment decisions to maximize returns either in the short term or long term. Finance theories and models such as Capital Structure (Modigliani & Miller, 1958); Capital Asset Pricing Model (Sharpe, 1964; Lintner, 1965, and Mossin, 1966); Efficient Market Hypothesis (Fama, 1970); and Options Pricing model (Black and Scholes, 1973) postulated that investors are rational, and they base on available information in making decisions. Chin (2012) suggested that the logical nature of investors in decision making could not explain the volatile nature of the stock market because of some behavioural biases. Thus, the finance theories regarded these as irrelevant. However, the collapse of the deep-rooted institution such as Long Term Capital Management companies (LTCM) due to stock market changes indicates that something was wrong with modern financial theories (Prosad et al., 2015). Nofsinger and Varma (2014) added that these anomalies delineate that something was lacking in the contemporary theory of rationality.

Henceforth, Kengatharan (2014) argued that investors do not behave rationally because cognitive and emotional biases could influence their decisions. Jaiyeoba and Haron (2016) suggested that investors do not follow the strictly complex mathematical theory of prediction when making financial decisions under uncertainties and investors relied on behavioural factors to make investment decisions, especially in the stock markets. Kahneman and Tversky (1979) argued that investment decisions are based on psychological underpinnings, and their argument led to the resurgence of behavioural finance in recent times to complement the modern finance theories (Ahmad et al., 2017; Jaiyeoba & Haron 2016). Behavioural finance postulates that human beings are irrational in their decision making (Ahmad et al. 2017). Ahmad et al. (2017) further argued that the irrationality nature of human beings is biological, psychological, and sociological. Other Scholars posit that behavioural biases have a significant influence on individual investors than institutional investors who depend on expert portfolio advisors in decision making (Barberis and Thaler, 2003; Fama, 1998).

Surprisingly, existing literature has not fully delved into studying behavioural finance to access its relevancy. The few extant studies on behavioural finance also have fragmented results from diverse contexts (Ahmad et al., 2017; Jaiyeoba & Haron, 2016; Prosad et al., 2015). For instance, whiles Prosad et al. (2015) argued that behavioural
biases are contingent on investor's demographics and overconfidence, Jaiyeoba and Haron (2016) stipulated that investment decisions are based on psychological preferences that are context-driven. Also, several studies in developed countries and few emerging markets found that behavioural biases influence investment decisions (Kengatharan, 2014; Qadri & Shabbir, 2014; Nofsinger & Varma, 2014; Jaiyeoba & Haron, 2016; Prosad et al. 2015). This conclusion has not been ascertained in developing countries, especially in the West African countries. This study fills these gaps in research regarding true predictive abilities of the constructs of the behavioural biases or factors that influence investor's decisions. Specifically, the study examines the effects of behavioural biases on investment decisions in a developing country, Ghana.

Our contributions are fivefold. First, the study's results would enable the practitioners to identify their mistakes and provides particularly suitable suggestions for financial experts in making stock investment decisions. This could allow financial advisors to become more prudent in understanding the psychology of their clients and enable them to improve investment portfolios. Second, investment bankers would understand the market feelings as they float shares to make a reasonable financial decision to help maximize their returns. Third, the study addresses the information deficiency to government and seekers of finance from the Stock Exchange and Securities in developing countries on the behavioural biases. This would form the foundation of formulating strategies on how to maximize Stock Exchanges potential as capital seekers. Also, the study's findings would help policymakers to appreciate the implication of future decisions, policies, and regulations. Finally, the study will contribute to, arguably, the available literature in the field of behavioural finance from the developing context perspective. The findings will complement the modern theories in investment decision making not only in the Ghana Stock Exchange (GSE) but also in the stock market in other developing countries.

The rest of the study is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant theoretical and empirical literature on behavioural finance and investment decisions. Section 3 and Section 4 presents the methods and results, respectively. Chapter 5 concludes the study and offers recommendations for further research.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Theory and Hypothesis

The theories of behavioural finance include Bounded Rationality Theory, Prospect Theory, Theory of Mind, and Activating – Beliefs – Consequences (ABC). However, this study is backed by Prospect Theory (PT). The PT is an alternative model of decision-making under risk and uncertainty (Kahneman & Tversky, 2013). PT posits that individual choices are in two phases, namely framing and evaluation. During the framing stage, the individual investor constructs a representation of the acts, contingencies, and outcomes significant to the decision. For the evaluation stage, the individual investor assesses each of the prospects available and makes a decision (Tversky and Kahneman, 2013). The following are the characteristics of the choice value according to the PT: Defined on deviation from the reference point, which indicates concave for gains and convex for losses, steeper for damages than for benefits; and having a nonlinear transformation of the probability scale (Tversky & Kahneman, 2013). PT describes several states of mind that can be expected to influence an individual's decision-making processes. According to Bashir et al. (2011), many behavioural biases influence investors' decision to buy or sell stocks. This study will focus on the following: Belief bias, Regret bias, Snakebite effect or bias, and Overconfidence bias. These behavioural biases are discussed as follows.

2.1.1 Belief Bias

Belief is the investor's ideas that are faithful to him or her or the stability of an investor's state of mind and perception of particular dynamics about the environment (Chin, 2012). Self-confidence as a result of beliefs of the individual means to trust in once self (Tversky & Kahneman, 1991). An investor with confidence does not depict that predictions about investment decisions may always result in gains. Emotions have an immense impact on investment decision-making and most investors lose money as a result of behavioural factors (Chin, 2012). A positive mood can result in a better and appreciable gain on investment. Investors mostly have challenges in modifying existing ideas when they are confronted with a new set of decisions or contradictory information (Chin, 2012). Therefore, they encounter mental discomfort in having to reconcile based on their belief. The study, therefore, hypothesized that:

Ho: There is no influence of belief bias on individual investment decisions.

2.1.2 Regret Bias

Regret is the phenomenon when an individual investor regrets about the past loss of investment (Chin, 2012; Shefrin, 2002). Regret aversion may result in indecision and failure on the part of the investor to consider an investment due to the fear of the unfavourable outcome. This bias restricts investors to take necessary action due to
the regret of a previous failure (Chin, 2012; Shefrin, 2002). Regret aversion may be linked with risk aversion since people occasionally may fear not buying the right financial assets or buying the wrong assets. Investors may want to do away with emotional trauma associated with making bad decisions. For example, individuals who suffered losses on their investment might become conservative to minimize the pain associated with additional losses. Regret averse investors may strategically adopt a habit of investing in short-term bonds to mitigate the volatility of the stock market (Chin, 2012). Regret adverse investors may also monitor the price of the stocks already sold and tend to regret if the price changed upwards after the sale. According to Raheja and Dhiman (2017), people anticipate settle on an off-base decision and will consider this forecast when making choices in the future. Regret bias may primarily make investors feel and concentrate on gains on investment than losses because investors are allergic to missed opportunities. Das and Mohaptra (2017) posited that regret can help people to analyze the situation. Shefrin (2010) asserted that regret bias is an "emotion of pain and anger" which occurs when investors realized that they are involved in a bad investment. Again, Shefrin (2010) concluded that investors have regret when they buy stock and sell it at a price below the purchased price. Hence the study hypothesized that:

Ho: Regret bias does not affect the individual investment decision.

2.1.3 "Snakebite" Effect or Bias

The "snakebite" effect is the unwillingness of an investor to undertake an investment after making a loss (Chin, 2012; Ghelichi et al., 2016). The behaviour pattern to this effect is different if the repeat behaviour is linked to the reinvestment of earlier stock that resulted in gains (Ghelichi et al., 2016). The “Snakebite” effect is a danger that threatens investors in decision making and is considered as a dominant theory to explain the behaviour of investment decision making in a condition of uncertainty (Kahneman & Tversky, 2013; Ghelichi et al., 2016). The “snakebite” effect is opposite to the influence of overconfidence. The “snakebite” effect makes investors less confident in making investment decisions (Chin, 2012). The impact of not taking an investment due to an earlier loss may result in the possibility of potential gains from buying the investment at a relatively low price.

According to Barber and Odean (2013), after investors experience a loss on investment, they become unwilling to take risks on their next venture. A study conducted by Das and Mohapatra (2017) strongly evidenced that the “snakebite” effect influence investors in making decisions that may result in errors in their judgement. Another study reviewed that "snakebite" causes the fear to take risks that prevent investors from profit lock which affects investment’s returns (Kartasova et al., 2014). Hence the study hypothesized:

Ho: "Snakebite" effect does not affect the individual investment decision.

2.1.4 Overconfidence Bias

Overconfidence bias is an excessive belief in investor’s judgements and abilities based on experience and information available to him. Based on the information they are preview to, investors tend to believe that they know more. They found on knowledge and skills and disregarded the risk associated with the investment (Raharja et al., 2017). Overconfidence bias has a significant favourable influence on investment decisions (Subash, 2012). It shows that investors associate higher returns on investment due to previous knowledge and capacity, and blame lower returns on lousy luck (Qadri & Shabbir, 2014). Overconfidence makes investors too confident about their investment decision. Odean (1999) asserted that overconfidence overestimates the accuracy of knowledge about the value of security. According to Agrawal (2012), overconfidence is among the most essential and useful behavioural biases that have many hostile consequences for investors such as lower expected utility, a higher tendency of leaving the market, excessive transactions, and lower returns on investment. It is evidenced in the literature that overconfidence causes investors to have economic returns on their investment. Additionally, Subrahmanyam (2008) confirm that, in general, overconfidence is harmful to individual investors. For instance, Eichholtz and Yonder (2011) found out that overconfidence in investment decisions negatively affect firm’s performance. Odean (1999) also added that individual investors with discount brokerage accounts become overconfident and engage in extra trading that leads to their inability to cover their transaction expenses. Overconfidence always causes investors to underestimate risk and overestimate their knowledge based on the fact that they have more information. Hence the study hypothesized that:

Ho: Overconfidence bias does not influence an individual’s investment decision.

2.2 Empirical Review

Lim's (2012) found that overconfidence, conservatism, and regret have a significant favourable influence on investment decisions, but herding behaviour was found not to influence investors’ decisions. Kengatharan and Kengatharan (2014) in a similar study found out herding bias, prospect, availability, and market factors have a moderate influence on investment decisions except for anchoring bias that has a high impact on investment
decisions. According to Ngoc (2014), overconfidence, loss aversion, market factor, and regret have a moderate influence on investment decisions, however, market factors exhibit a more substantial impact on a resolution in investment.

Kafayat (2014) found out that overconfidence, over-optimism, and self-attribution influence decision are negatively correlated with investment decisions. Ramiah et al (2016) found out that overconfidence bias influences investment decisions. Qadri and Shabbir (2014), in their study, found out that overconfidence bias and “illusion of control” have a significant favourable influence on investment decisions. The following biases such as overconfidence, anchoring, regret bias, and loss aversion, influence investment decision making, according to Tripathy (2014).

Wamae (2013), in a study conducted in Kenyan, found out that behavioural factors such as herding bias, prospecting, risk aversion, and anchoring bias influence investment decisions. The study also found out that herding bias is the most significant influence follow by prospecting, anchoring bias, and risk aversion. In a survey conducted by Bashir et al. (2013), the result shows that the overconfidence bias, confirmation bias, the illusion of control, excessive optimism also have a positive and significant influence on investment decisions. Also, preferences such as loss aversion, mental accounting, and status quo, however, exhibited no influence on investment decisions. Other research conducted found out that the “recency effect” has an impact on share repurchasing behaviour (Nofsinger & Varma, 2014). Babajide and Adetiloye (2012) found out that biases such as overconfidence bias, loss aversion, framing, and status quo have influence investment decisions but weak negative correlation on stock market performance.

According to Qureshi et al. (2012), representative bias, gamblers fallacy, anchoring, overconfidence bias, availability bias, and risk aversion have a significant favourable influence on decision making in Pakistan. The study conducted by Mbaluka et al. (2012) found out that framing and regret influence investment decisions. Luong et al. (2011) found out that overconfidence bias, market factor, availability bias, anchoring, and prospecting have a moderate influence on investment decisions with market factors having the highest effect. The study also found out that three preferences (herding, prospect, and overconfidence) have an impact on investment performance.

3. Methods

3.1 Design and Data

We employ a descriptive survey design to collect data using quantitative analysis. Data were gathered from the primary source through the use of a questionnaire because previous studies used primary data to answer the research questions (Bakar & Yi, 2016; Chin, 2012; Prosad et al., 2015; Subash, 2012). The use of surveys is convenient and avoids researcher bias (Bell & Bryman, 2007; Gyimah & Boachie, 2018; Gyimah et al., 2019, 2020). The questionnaire used for the study is adapted and modified from Chin (2012) and Prosad et al. (2015). Data for this research work is collected from the appropriate sector of the population, including professionals and nonprofessionals who have an investment in stocks in the West Africa region, Ghana. Since there is no official list of individual investors in Ghana, the study uses a purposive sampling technique to select a sample of 150 respondents (Sarpong-Danquah et al., 2018). Kent (2007) argues that a sample size of 100 respondents and above is acceptable in quantitative studies. However, out of the 150 samples, only 120 responses were complete representing a valid response rate of 80%.

3.2 Analysis and Model

Descriptive statistics including frequency tables, percentages, measures of central tendency, and dispersion (mean and standard deviations) are used to analyze the data. The test statistic for the hypothesis testing is the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) that measures the nature and strength of the relationship between variables. Multiple linear regression is also run to show the relationship between the independent variables and a dependent variable. The econometric model for the study is presented below.

\[ \text{Decision making} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{Belief bias} + \beta_2 \text{Regret bias} + \beta_3 \text{"Snakebite" effect} + \beta_4 \text{Overconfidence bias} + \epsilon \]

Where,

Decision making is measured in terms of the degree of risk the investor is willing to take. The study adopts the decision-making variable “I take the safe option if there is one” by Chin (2012) using a 5-point Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.

Belief bias variable “I trust the research and past performance of the firm” is adapted from Chin (2012) and Prosad et al. (2015) using a 5-point Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.
Regret bias variable “I should hold the stock longer because now the price has increased over the selling price” is adapted from Chin (2012) and Prosad et al. (2015) using a 5-point Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.

“Snakebite” effect variable “I worry about the influence of financial crises” is adapted from Chin (2012) using a 5-point Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.

Overconfidence bias variable “I can predict the future stock price movement after I did some analysis” is adapted from Chin (2012), Prosad et al. (2015) and Subash (2012) using a 5-point Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.

α is the constant
β1, β2, β3, and β4 are the predictors or coefficient of determination.

ε - Is the random variable or stochastic term or the error term.

3.3 Reliability Test
Cronbach’s Alpha is used to test the reliability of the study’s variable. Put differently, Chronbach’s Alpha affirms the reliability test for the constructs used to examine the influence of Behavioral bias on investment decisions. We record Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.651, 0.626, 0.645, and 0.651 for belief bias, regret bias, snakebite effect, and overconfidence bias, respectively. All the scales in the instrument shows good reliability because they meet the threshold suggested by Nunally and Bernstein (1994) that argue that Cronbach’s Alpha greater than 0.6 is acceptable.

Table 1. Demographics Statistics (N = 120)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>59.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 - 24 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - 30 years</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 - 40 years</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 - 50 years</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 50 years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profession</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Sector (excluding bank)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sector</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank (including private and public)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>64.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Expert</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Employed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Ghc501 - Ghc1000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Ghc1001 - Ghc2000</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Ghc2000</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results
4.1 Demographic Statistics
Table 1 presents the statistics for the demographics variables. In terms of gender, 71 of 120 respondents representing 59.2% are males while 49 representing 40.80% are females. The implication is that males have a higher chance to buy and sell shares than females because males take risky investments than females. For the age groups of the sample, 48 representing 40.0% belong to the age group 31-40 years. The age range of 41- 50 years obtains a frequency of 44 representing 36.7% whereas 11 respondents representing 9.2% belonging to the age group 25-30 years. Meanwhile, about 15 respondents representing 12.5% belong to those above 50 years, two respondents indicating 1.7% are between the age of 18-24 years old. The results show that investors in the
age group of 31-40 years old are most active in stock investment.

On the part of the educational qualification of individual investors, most of the respondents (59) representing 49.2% have a postgraduate certificate, followed by 44 respondents representing 36.7% that have an undergraduate certificate. Meanwhile, 10 respondents indicating 8.3% are Ph.D. certificate holders, and 7 respondents representing 5.8% are diploma certificate holders. The results show that most of the investors, about 94.2% are highly educated (undergraduate, postgraduate, and Ph.D.), and this enhances their skills and knowledge in investing in stocks.

For the profession of investors, 49 respondents representing 40.8% are in the public sector (excluding banks) followed by financial experts with 38 respondents representing 31.7%. The rest of the respondents are 25 (20.8%), 5 (4.2%), 3 (2.5%) represent employees of banks (including private and public sector), self-employed, and private sector, respectively. This shows that public sector employees are the most investors that invest in stock in Ghana (Sakyiwaa et al., 2020).

Finally, most of the respondents, 61 representing 50.8%, are within the income range of GHC 1001-2000. They are followed by those above GHC 2000 with 56 respondents representing 46.7% and three respondents constituting 2.5% belonging to the income range between GHC 5001-1000. These results show that those with income range from GHC 1000-2000 are interested in investment to maximize their wealth.

Table 2. Knowledge about Investment (N = 120)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many years you have been investing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 1 - 5 years</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 6 - 10 years</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often have you invested in the stock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 5 times</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>48.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 5 - 10 times</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>85.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 10 times</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before making investment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly about potential gains</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A little about potential loss</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security of investment</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The decline in value of stock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price of investment jumps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-in</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay-put</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Knowledge about Investment in Stocks

Table 2 presents the statistics results on how knowledgeable the respondents are in terms of stock investment. Firstly, we asked the respondents how many years they have invested in stocks. The result shows that most of the respondents, 78 representing 65.0% have been trading stocks between 1-5 years. This is followed by 41 respondents representing 34.2% that have been trading in commodities between 6-10 years, and only 1 respondent representing 0.8% have been trading in stocks above 10 years. The result shows that most of the investors understand the stock trade and this accounted for 1-5 years in business. They concentrate on other investment portfolios than investment in stocks.

Secondly, we also asked the respondents how often have they have invested in stocks that seem safer to invest. The result in Table 2 shows that 58 of the respondents representing 48.3% have been trading in commodities below 5 times, and 45 respondents representing 37.5% have been trading in stocks between 5-10 times. Lastly, 17 respondents representing 14.2% have been trading in stocks above 10 times. The result shows that investors have stocks, but most of them do not buy their stock because most of them do not know about how to trade their stocks through stockbrokers due to the least number of times of trade below 5 times. We also asked the respondents what they think before investing. Most of the respondents (70 representing 58.3%) report that they are concern about potential gains. The second most crucial issue is the security of the venture, and about 37 respondents representing
30.8% are in this category, 13 respondents indicating 10.8% think about little loss. This result shows that investment in stocks is male-dominated and that they are concern about potential gain than others that accounted for the highest response of 58%.

Moreover, when respondents were asked how they will respond when the value of their stock decline 20%. Most of the respondents 70 representing 58.3% responded to the question, “I would remain invested and ignore temporary changes as I look for long growth”. The result indicated most of the respondents are interested in the long-term growth of their investment. The next group of respondents 57, representing 47.5% responded to the question, “I would sell to avoid further worries and try something else”. Lastly, when the respondents were asked how they will respond when the value of their stock jumps by 25%, most of the respondents 63 representing 52.5% responded to the question “I will stay put and hope for more gain”. This shows that the respondents are interested in future gains. The next group of respondents 52, representing 43.3% responded to the question “I would sell it and lock in my gains. The remaining of the respondent obtain 5, representing 4.2% responded to the question “I would buy more as the price could go higher”.

4.3 Descriptive and Inferential Analysis

4.3.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table 3 provides the detailed test results used to analyze and abridge the questions designed that are based on dependent and independent variables. For the belief bias, the variable “I trust the research and past performance of the firm” obtains the most important mean of 4.62 with a standard deviation of 0.568. This result shows that individual investors solve problems through pure judgments. As suggested by Tversky and Kahneman (1991), these judgments heuristics help but leads to errors. Chin (2012) posits that investors also spot trends in stock prices, and they expect that the past amount should continue based on their identified pattern.

In terms of regret bias, the item “I should hold the stock longer because now the price has increased over the selling price” recorded a higher mean of 4.78 and a standard deviation of 0.418. The study is evidenced by Shefrin (2002) and Chin (2012). From Table 3, the item “I worry about the influence of financial crises” in the snakebite effect variable recorded the highest mean of 4.86 with a standard deviation of 0.350. The analysis indicates most of the respondents fear the financial crisis because they lose a lot of money in stocks as a result of that. The findings confirm the common “adage once biting twice shy”. This evidence of the “snakebite effect” is consistent with the works of Chin (2012) and Keller and Pastusiak (2016).

Furthermore, the result in Table 3 shows that most of the respondents are overconfident when it comes to their prediction. The statement in overconfidence bias “I can predict the future stock price movement after I did some analysis” recorded a higher mean of 4.83 with a standard deviation of 0.440. This findings is consistent with Chin (2012) and Muradoglu and Harvey (2012) and also on a study conducted by Barberis and Thalar (2003) on the topic “self-attribution bias”.

Lastly, the decision-making variable (dependent variable) “I take the safe option if there is one” recorded a higher mean of 4.82, a standard deviation of 0.382. The implication is that most respondents are risk-averse and would select safer options in their decision making. The findings are consistent with Oslen (1998).

4.3.2 Pearson Correlation Test

From Table 3, the correlation result indicates that there is a significant positive and robust relationship between belief bias and investment decision, r = 0.952, n = 120, and at 0.01 significance level. The implication is that investors believe in the information or news they obtain from other sources. These investors persist in their beliefs based on “hot” tips from some forum and may lead to an overreaction that may result in wrong decision making. The result also indicates that there is a strong significant and positive relationship among regret bias and investment decision, r = 0.964, n = 120 at 0.01 significance level. Naturally, it is rational and reasonable that every person will experience regret sometime in life. This finding is evidenced by Shefrin (2009) that finds similar results indicating that investors have regret when they buy stocks and sell them at a price below the purchased amount.

Also, the “snakebite” effect has a positive significant relationship between investment decision (r = 0.946, n = 120, p = 0.000). The implication is that investors are prone to fear after a huge loss in the stock market due to financial crises. Investors feel pessimistic and do not have the zeal to buy “winning” stocks. These investors do not want to take a higher risk, and they sell their stocks quickly when they suspect lower prices to avoid further losses. Lastly, the correlation result of r = 0.867, p-value = 0.000, and n = 120, indicates that there is significant, positive relationships between overconfidence bias and investment decision. The result also implies that some respondents lack confidence and are pessimistic that their stock prices may fall.
Table 3. Descriptive and Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Decision making</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Belief bias</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.952**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Regret bias</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.964**</td>
<td>0.421*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. “Snakebite” effect</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.946**</td>
<td>0.403*</td>
<td>0.440*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Overconfidence bias</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.946**</td>
<td>0.436**</td>
<td>0.423*</td>
<td>0.411*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance level: * p-value < 0.05
** p-value < 0.01

Table 4. Regression Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables Name</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>t-Statistics</td>
<td>Model Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_Constant</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>6.330</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief bias</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>32.391</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regret bias</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>24.477</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Snakebite” effect</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>28.426</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overconfidence</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>8.872</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R Square</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R Square</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Significance</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Regression Results

Table 4 presents the regression results used to examines the bahavioural finance – investment decisions nexus. From the regression analysis in Table 4, the four independent variables explained 99.7 % of the investment decision shown by the adjusted R-squared. The implication is that the four bias contribute 99.7% to decision in investing in stocks, other variables which are not considered in this study accounted for 0.3% of investment decision. Put differently, 99.7% variation in investment decisions of individual investors is explained by behavioural biases. Also, the t-statistic values are greater than 2 with a significant p-value of less than 1%. Thus, the study rejected all the null hypotheses and concluded that all four biases influence investor’s decisions.

Holding other factors constant, a unit increase in belief bias resulted in a 0.276 success in the decision in investment. A unit increase in regret bias resulted in a 0.264 outcome in the investment decision. A unit increase in the “snakebite” effect resulted in a 0.339 increase in investment decision making. For overconfidence bias, a unit increase resulted in a 0.090 increase in investment decision making. The result implies that the “snakebite” effect has a high effect on investment decisions, followed by belief bias, regret bias, and overconfidence.

The study again shows that the belief bias has a positive effect on investment decision making. The result is consistent with the study of Coutts (2019), Chin (2012), and Waweru et al. (2008). The study also records a positive significant relationship between regret bias and investment decisions. This confirms the findings of Chin (2012) and Waweru et al. (2008) that recorded similar outcomes. This reaffirms that investors refuse to undertake an investment because of the fear that they may lose it. The study also confirms that investment decision making is strongly influenced by the “Snakebite effect”, and agrees with Chin (2012) and Kartasova et al. (2014) study’s findings. With overconfidence bias, investors attribute success to talent and expertise, while blaming ‘bad luck’ for failure. From Table 4, investment decision making is also positively influenced by overconfidence bias. These results are consistent with the studies conducted by Qadri and Shabir (2014), Lim (2012), Qureshi et al. (2012), Shah et al. (2019), and Bashir et al. (2013) that report that overconfidence has a significant positive impact on investor’s decision making. Meanwhile, the findings are inconsistent with Kafayat (2014), and Kangatharan and Kangatharan (2014) that found that overconfidence does not influence decision making.

5. Concluding Remarks

This study examines the influence of behavioural biases on individual investment decisions in a developing country context. The research established that the presence of behavioural biases plays a vital role in influencing stock investment decisions. The study finds the four preferences or biases (overconfidence, regret, belief, and “snakebite”) have a significant positive and robust relationship with investment decision making in varying...
degrees. The descriptive statistics conclude that individual investors in the West Africa region (Ghana) are young, highly educated, and well experienced in making an investment decision. The study records a significant positive relationship between belief bias and the investor’s decision making and implies that investors depend on belief in making decisions such as “hot” tips. Further, people buy stocks because they believe in the recommendations given by others they barely know and opinions from newspapers. Besides, investors follow the crowd to buy or sell the available stock.

Moreover, the study records a significant positive relationship between regret bias and the investor’s decision making. In real-life situations, every person experiences regret. Investors must recall to mind events and actions that caused regret to avoid repeating similar mistakes. As they make better decisions, they will not regret it because it is often said that “experience is the best teacher”. The study again reports a significant positive relationship between the “snakebite” effect and investor’s decision making. When you have a snake bite, and you see the earthworm, you are even more careful and afraid. For this reason, some of the investors who had the experience of bad investment and recorded losses are more reluctant to take a risk to buy shares even though it is appropriate to buy at that particular time. The implication is that they may miss the better opportunity of making higher returns on their investment. Lastly, the result of the study also indicates a significant positive and robust association between overconfidence bias and decision making in investment. The implication is that most of the respondents have self-confidence in their skills, knowledge in their predictions, and they are optimistic when making decisions. The findings of the study are consistent with the literature.

The study’s finding is useful to individual investors in identifying their own behavioural biases to understand the dynamics involved in stock trading to enable them to make sound investment decisions—information asymmetry as one of the contributors to investor’s indifference. As a result of using heuristics in investment decision making, investment information about stocks should be made available by the Ghana Stock Exchange in a form that would be understood by individual investors to help them make sound investment decisions. Investors are also supposed to be open-minded while making investment and desist from holding on to the previous happenings instead must realize that investment in stocks is dynamic. Individual or retail investors should consider many other variables in their environment rather than focusing on just one in making decisions. Investors should learn how to interpret the market and other economic indicators of the various firms in the stock market because they also affect the performance of their stock.

The study has some limitations that need to be addressed in future studies. There are many behavioural biases documented in the literature, but this study is limited to only four of the preferences. The study recommends that future research should consider the influence of other behavioural biases that are not captured. Also, future studies should view a larger sample across developing countries to confirm the study’s findings. Future studies should also consider other economic factors that may affect the decision making of investors apart from behavioural biases. The final word on behavioural finance and investment decisions is not yet said, and more research is welcomed.
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Note 1. We did not show the Table for the Chronbach’s Alpha results for each of the variables used for the study, and is available upon request.